Fulfill your dog’s basic needs
Are you considering getting a new addition to your family?
Not sure what everyday basic products you will need?
Well here are a few tips to get you started:

I myself LOVE animals, and of course it is essential to make sure that you have
everything you need before you bring your little one home. I researched and searched
through hundreds of items on Amazon to find the best ones for you and your new
companion. There are many things you may not have even thought of when the idea of
getting a puppy popped into your mind.

First things first – your dog is going to need a place to sleep.
I know I love my sleep, and sleeping well and maintaining good posture is important to
me. Now saying this, you get certain breeds of dogs who may be prone to hip and back
problems. I have the best bed that can help prevent such things and ensure a great
night’s sleep for your dogs. I have two options below for you to choose from. The first
one is a bit expensive – but with that expense comes amazing quality and design. At the
end of the day we want what is best for our family. Second option is a similar concept
but slightly more affordable.

1. http://puppiesarelove.com/Orthopedicdogbed
2. http://puppiesarelove.com/cheaperorthopedicbed

Then, you will need a food and water bowl.
If your household is anything like mine, you know that ants are a serious problem.
And then of course, you need to take things like the hot sun into consideration when
buying a bowl for water. I have a bowl inside the house, and outside just for water to
make sure my dogs are always properly hydrated. I change this water daily and make
sure the outside bowl is big enough that the sun doesn’t absorb all the water while I am
at work. Always good to be well prepared.
Unlike dog beds – you need a bowl your dog can actually reach into as a puppy –
especially if your chosen dog breed is small. So below I have listed the best bowls in
varies sizes. For your convenience. Number 5 is a bonus bowl that I find to be amazing
if you have a dog that has a snout that can reach – I find that some dogs tend to eat
fast, this makes it a fun challenge for them – and the best part is they tend to not
overeat as well!

1. http://puppiesarelove.com/1cup8ounce
2. http://puppiesarelove.com/1cup8ounce2pack
3. http://puppiesarelove.com/2cup16ounce
4. http://puppiesarelove.com/8cup64ounces
5. http://puppiesarelove.com/outwardhoundfunfeeder

Okay, so now you have a beautiful bed and an awesome bowl, lastly you are going to
need a collar.
See the best options below.

1. http://puppiesarelove.com/PersonalizedPailletteLeatherDogCollar
2. http://puppiesarelove.com/dogcollar

These two options are amazing and mostly because your dog’s name and your number
are on the collar itself. Safety comes first! 

Thanks Everyone.
Stay posted for more on dog essentials.

